Nice rack!
Backbone is a new line of premium aluminum truck racks. Fabricated from hand-polished aluminum, the racks feature sliding tie-downs and integrated lighting. They also have the ability to be customized and expanded. GetBackbone.com or 800/984-9410

Torch 'em
The Mini Dragon propane torch kit is an easy and effective natural way to control weeds. The kit's design is convenient, simple and lightweight. It features an adjustable flame, nonslip grip and durable construction. The 18,000 BTU torch kit comes assembled and uses disposable propane cylinders. The pin-point flame is ideal for precise spot weeding. Flameengineering.com or 800/255-2469

It's such a bore
The Grundomat uses less air than other pneumatic piercing tools to provide a powerful, accurate bore. High air efficiency means smaller, more fuel-efficient air compressors can be used to power the tool. Also, its trenchless nature is less disruptive and costly than open-cut methods. Seventeen models, from 1.75 in. to 7 in. in diameter, are available for horizontal boring distances from 50 ft. to 150 ft. TTTechnologies.com or 630/851-8200
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